The NSF GRFP
and Other Fellowships
Joint workshop: NU Comm Lab and Khoury College
PhD Mentoring Series

Panelists and Facilitators
Tracy Carter: CommLab Program Coordinator, College of Engineering (CoE)

Olga Vitek: Professor and Director of MS in Data Science Program, Khoury College
Yasmeen Farra: BioEngineering PhD Student and CommLab Fellow, CoE

Laura South: Computer Science PhD Student, Khoury College
Aaron Weiss: Computer Science PhD Student, Khoury College
Sarah Gale: Assistant Director of Graduate Student Services, Khoury College
Jane Kokernak: Senior Communication Specialist, Khoury College
Nicole Magni: Grants Manager - Pre-Awards, Khoury College

Motivation: why apply for
fellowships?
Funding
Independence
Credential
Practice in a professional skill
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Prestige

Building an approach to fellowship
writing* in your PhD career
Start early and gather critical information

Create a game plan and write regularly
Find your research niche
Have a roadmap (your specific aims document)

Build a team of mentors
Develop a career development training plan
STOP! Get feedback

Tell a consistent and cohesive story
Follow specific requirements; proofread for errors and readability
Recycle and resubmit

* K. Yuan, L. Cai, et. al (2016) Ten Simple Rules for Writing a Postdoctoral Fellowship in PLOS | Computational Biology

Focus on: NSF GRFP

NSF Graduate Research
Fellowship Program’s Goal
To select, recognize, and financially support individuals who have
demonstrated the potential to be high achieving scientists and
engineers, early in their careers
To broaden participation in science and engineering of
underrepresented groups, including women, minorities, persons
with disabilities and veterans.
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Official solicitation letter (July 26, 2019):
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2019/nsf19590/nsf19590.htm

NSF GRFP awards
Funds individual researchers (not the research project)

Total award = $138,000
Three years of support
• $34,000 Stipend per year
• $12,000 Educational allowance to institution

2010 - 2018: 2,000 Fellowships yearly

• 2016: ~16,800 Applications - ~12 % success rate
• 2017: ~13,200 Applications - ~15 % success rate
• 2018: ~12,400 Applications - ~16 % success rate

*Source: GRFP Program Solicitation NSF 19-590, July 26, 2019
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Estimated number of awards for 2019: 1,600*

NSF GRFP complete
guidelines
Official solicitation
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2019/nsf19590/nsf19590.htm
Application deadline for 2020 awards in CS and Engineering
October 22, 2019 @ 5PM EST (no extensions)
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♦ Understand the expectations and plan for the deadline ♦

Eligibility general
U.S. citizens, nationals, and permanent residents
Early-career: undergrad & grad students
Pursuing research-based MS and PhD
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Science and engineering in accredited U.S. institution

Eligibility specifics
From Program Solicitation (NSF 19-590)

4.

Individuals with >12 months graduate study planning to return to
graduate school after an interruption of 2+ years (may have
master’s degree but no doctoral degree, and cannot be enrolled
back in graduate school yet).
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Academic Levels
1. Seniors or baccalaureates who have not yet enrolled in graduate
school
2. First-year graduate students with no graduate study completed
yet
3. Second-year graduate students (no more than 12 months of
graduate study completed by August)

Y1 or Y2: when to apply?
From NSF Operations Center (phone call 9/12/18)
• NSF will not advise an applicant directly as to when to apply
• Recommends student consults with advisor: “do I have enough
research guidance (from advisor or a faculty member) and do I
have enough info to develop the research plan?”

• There is “no penalty” for applying one year over the other.
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• Y1s are compared to Y1s, and Y2s are compared to Y2s.
“Reviewers know which year of program that applicant is
in. They know Y2s already have research experience, and Y1s
have little or none.”

Application requirements
• Personal statement, background, future plans (3 pp. limit)
• Graduate research plan (2 pp. limit)
• Follow formatting specs in solicitation
• Transcript(s)

• FastLane submission before Oct. 22, 2019 at 5PM EST (for
CS and Engineering applicants)
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• 3 Letters of recommendation due Nov. 1, 2019 at 5PM EST

Features of Personal Statement
Covers personal statement, relevant background, and future goals
•

What is your unique story of either how you became interested in science, what makes
you special, and/or any unique perspective you bring to science

•

How has your research experience prepared you for success in graduate school and
beyond

•

How do you personal and scientific background tie into your cohesive future plans

Has a uniting, common theme (or two)
•
•
•

Past experiences / what makes you unique as a scientist & person
Broad interests or passions
Proposed research

More suggestions: Alex Hunter Lang, recipient (www.alexhunterlang.com/nsf-fellowship)
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Discuss: How does the writer convey a unique personal story? What details are used?
How do they balance information and insight? What elements of the essay make it
convincing?

Features of Graduate Research Plan
Structured in a logical way that is consistent with research reports and papers
●
●
●

●

Start with a broad, impactful statement
Throughout your introduction, narrow in to your specific area of research
Point out knowledge gap or limitation you found; transition into your specific research
focus (hypothesis) and objectives
Describe in detail your experimental design and have both an intellectual merit and
broader impacts section

Conveys that your plan emerges from prior experience

●
●

Preliminary research in your lab
Past experience in an REU-type environment

More suggestions: Mallory P. Ladd, recipient (www.malloryladd.com)
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Propose a plan with a scope appropriate to a multi-year PhD career

NSF GRFP review criteria
Intellectual Merit

Broader Impacts

●

Potential to discover new knowledge

●

Potential impact of the individual on society

●

Demonstrated intellectual ability

●

Potential impact of your research on society

●

Other evidence of your potential for scholarly
scientific study, such as your ability to:

●

Outreach: mentoring; improving STEM education

●

Increasing public scientific literacy; increased
public engagement with science and technology

●

○

Plan and conduct research

○

Work as a member of a team as well as
independently

●

Community outreach: science clubs, radio, TV,
newspapers, blogs

○

Interpret and communicate research

●

○

Take initiative, solve problems, persist

Potential to impact a diverse, globally competitive
workforce

●

Increasing collaboration between academia,
industry, others

Potential of your approach to your field of study
and your Research Plan to lead to new
knowledge

Each application is read by 3 reviewers in the field of study you select when you submit your application.

Process steps for the
application
❑ Mentor meeting/discussion
❑ Line up letters of recommendation
❑ Pre-writing/read literature/make notes and outline
❑ Drafts of two statements
❑ Feedback and revision
❑ Final proofreading
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❑ Submission via FastLane

NU Comm Lab Fellows

Khoury College writing advisors

Ian “Jack” Magnusson

Jane Kokernak

4 years of experience editing academic writing
2nd year as writing advisor at Khoury
MS in Computer Science student
coursework in Machine Learning and NLP

Senior Communications Specialist at Khoury
coordinates the writing advisors
Works 1:1 with PhD students on writing

Four more writing advisors, hired from Align program, starting in September.
Email j.kokernak@northeastern.edu for appointments.

Fellowships: info resources

Carnegie Mellon: table
Go to: https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~gradfellowships/

NU: PhD Network
Go to: https://phd.northeastern.edu/network/opportunities/

NU Library: Pivot
Go to: https://library.northeastern.edu/research/resources/items/pivot-cos

NU Library: Pivot
Go to: https://library.northeastern.edu/research/resources/items/pivot-cos

U Arizona: Funding for
Int’l Students in U.S.

Go to: https://bit.ly/2kTMPFm

American Association of
University Women
(AAUW): International
Fellowships

Type

Eligibility

Deadline

Award Amount

Female graduate students in the
U.S. who are not U.S. citizens or
permanent residents.

Foundation

Preference is given to women
who show prior commitment to
feminist causes. Must intend to
pursue career in home country
post-graduation.

Important
Information

November 15, 2019

$20K

https://www.aauw.org/whatwe-do/educational-fundingand-awards/internationalfellowships/

https://smartscholarshippro
d.service-now.com/smart/

SMART Scholarship

Department of Defense

A U.S. citizen, grad student
in STEM

December 1, 2019

Full tuition, stipend $25K-$38K,
paid summer internships, health
insurance allowance up to
$1,200/year, book allowance of
$1K/year, mentoring,
employment placement after
graduation

NDSEG fellowship

Department of Defense

full-time PhDs

December 1, 2019

2-3 years' funding: tuition and
fees, $34K yearly stipend,
internship opportunity, invitation
to Google Fellowship Forum

https://ai.google/research/o
utreach/phd-fellowship/

Google PhD Fellowship

Industry

Ph.D students working in
security, storage, systems,
machine learning, and data
mining

December 5, 2019

$20K tuition, salaried
internship with Symantec

https://www.symantec.com/
about/careers/graduatefellowship

Symantec Graduate
Fellowship

Industry

PhD students working in
modeling, simulation, and
training

January 15, 2020

$29.5K

http://www.linksim.org/

Link Foundation
Fellowship

Foundation

A U.S. citizen, grad student
in STEM

December 1, 2019

$3,200 monthly stipend and
health insurance allowance
up to $1,200/year

https://ndsegfellowships.org
/
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Name

